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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

• MACINTOSH OPERATING SYSTEM UPGRADE 
Apple has released new versions of its system software for the Macin
tosh. The new version (Finder 5.5) supports the new Mac II and SE. If 
you use a Mac II, SE, or Plus, Apple recommends that you use this new 
software. Because the new software takes up more memory, if you have 
a 512K or enhanced 512K Mac, Apple recommends you continue to 
use Finder 3.3 and only upgrade your printer drivers. (If you have a 
128K Mac you should use these older versions: System 2.0, Finder 
4.1.) If you don't have the new software, you can make a free copy at 
the Micro HelpLine. You only need to bring two 800K floppy disks: 
one for the system files and one for the utilities. You can speed things 
up by initializing your disks before you come to the HelpLine. Since 
different versions of the Mac require different versions of the operating 
system files, in the table below we divided the Macs into two groups. 
The table includes version numbers and the amount of disk space the 
files need. The size of your System me may differ from ours since we 
removed most fonts from System 4.1 and 3.2. For the table we removed 
all fonts except Chicago 12, Monaco 9, Geneva 9 and 12. 

RECOMMENDED SOFTWARE VERSIONS 
Macintosh II, SE, Plus 512s 
File Version Size Version Size 

Installer 2.4 32K 2.2* 29K 
Hard Disk 20 na 1.1* 32K 
System 4.1 210K 3.2 101K 

Chooser 3.1 2.3 
Control Panel 3.1 2.0 
Find File 1.1 na 

Finder 5.5 79K 5.3 56K 
General 3.1 13K na 
Apple HD SC Setup 1.3 26K na 
Font/DA Mover 3.5 35K 3.2 34K 
Disk First Aid 1.2 38K na 
Easy Access 1.0 4K na 
HDBackup 1.0 24K na 

lmagewriter 2.6 36K 2.6 36K 
AppleTalk lmagewriter 2.6 41K 2.6 41K 
Laser Prep 4.0 25K 4.0 25K 
LaserWriter 4.0 50K 4.0 50K 

News and Announcements continued on Page 74 -------



REVIEW: PFS PROFESSIONALFILE 

PFS: Professional File version 1.0 by Software Pub
lishing is a database package which runs on IBMs and 
compatibles. Professional File is a flat-me database, 

which means that it can work with only one me at a time. In 
comparison, a relational database, such as dBASE or Rbase, al
lows you to work with several mes simultaneously. (See the 
dBASE review in our March 1985 newsletter.) A drawback to 
Professional File is that it does not allow you to write custom 
programs. Unlike dBASE and Rbase, Professional File does not 
come with its own programming language; this means all Profes
sional File commands must be entered at the keyboard by 
someone who knows the program. Within these limitations, Pro
fessional File is a well-designed and flexible package which will 
serve many peoples' needs. 

Professional File is a menu-driven rather than a command-driven 
program. You are led through a series of simple and clear menus 
to perform any of Professional File's functions. If at any point 
you are unsure of which option to select, pressing the <Fl> 
function key will give you on-line help. 

Database Design 
Professional File provides a great deal of flexibility for design
ing data entry screens. Other packages limit your field designa
tors, for example only allowing a list of 10-character names to 
designate fields. File allows you to design a screen like a form to 
be filled in. You can make your field designators any length you 
want; you can even incorporate a full description of what to type 
in the field designator. A field designator is any string of charac
ters followed by a colon, such as, 

Please enter your name here. Put your last name 
first, followed by a comma, your first name, and 
lastly your middle initial: 

When you enter information into the database, the information 
can be any length, as long as it doesn't run into the next field 
designator. If the information does, Professional File will ignore 
the rest of the response. You are allowed 100 fields per screen 
and 32 screens per record for a maximum of 3,200 fields per 
record (compared to dBASE III's 128). You can position these 
fields anywhere on the screen and can change and rearrange 
fields at will, even after you have entered data. 

As with any database package, careful design of the structure of 
the database in the beginning can make things easier later on. 
Professional File has several idiosyncrasies which you should be 
aware of before you begin your design. One idiosyncrasy is that 
Professional File automatically indexes the first field of each 
record, and the first field is the only field which can be indexed. 
This means that if you want to retrieve records using last names, 
you must make sure the last name is your first field. This scheme 
allows very fast searches; Professional File claims to find an 
exact match in this field in less than two seconds, regardless of 
the size of your database. This speed is true only of the first field 
in your database. You can sort up to 64 fields, and search on any 
field, but Professional File will be slower. Another idiosyncrasy 

is that you must plan ahead if you want to print mailing labels 
because fields will print only in the order they appear in the 
form. If you want a last-name field for searches and sorting, but 
want a full name in the right order for mailing labels, you must 
have a full-name field in addition to your other fields. 

Other features found in Professional File but not found in 
dBASE are the ability to include calculated fields and "attach
ment pages." Calculated fields are fields whose value is deter
mined by other fields. For example, the "price" field could 
automatically be filled with the product of the "cost" field and 
the "markup" field. Professional File's attachment pages allow 
you to "attach" notes to a record. You use these notes only when 
you want them. If you have a hard disk, you can have copious 
notes because the maximum file size Professional File allows is 
four megabytes. 

Data Entry 
Data entry is as simple as filling in a form; you just provide the 
information asked for. If you are entering dollar figures, you can 
format the amount any way you want, such as $3,150,000. Pro
fessional File considers only the digits and ignores the other 
symbols when it performs calculations, but it will preserve your 
formatting for printing reports. There are some handy automated 
features which help in data entry, such as "D (i.e., the <Ctrl> 
and <D> keys) to automatically insert the system date, "E to 
erase a field, "F to copy the field from the previous record. 

Data Retrieval, Update, and Deletion 
Retrieving data is fastest if you use the first field as a key field. 
However, you can retrieve records based on the contents of any 
field. You can specify an exact match, a partial match, or a range 
match, on either character or numeric data. Once you have lo
cated a record, you can change any information on the screen. If 
you want, you can automatically change information throughout 
the entire database. For example, you could change the percent 
of markup in each record in an inventory system. You can delete 
records individually or automatically throughout the entire data
base based on some criterion, such as all records dated before 
January 1, 1987. 

Reports 
Report writing is one of Professional File's strengths. You can 
print cross tabulations or summary reports, columnar lists, la
bels, or print records as they appear on the screen. Once you 
have created a format, you can preview your report on the 
screen, print it, save it to disk, or save just the format for future 
use. In each report you can select which fields and records you 
want printed and select the order in which you want the fields 
printed. Your data can be sorted in all columns, and you can 
delete duplicate column entries. If your field designators are 
inappropriate, you can create new column headings. You can put 
headers and footers on each page, include incremental page 
numbers, and set page length and width. Crosstabs are a little 
tricky to design, but the manual is clear and gives sufficient di
rection. The other forms are straightforward and easy to use; you 
get nice-looking printed results with relatively little effort 



Printing reports brings up a drawback to Professional File. 
Although irregular field lengths save disk space, it is difficult to 
estimate how many fields you can fit across a printed page. For 
example, you could print a list of names and addresses where 
one address turns out to be 55 characters long. Even if everyone 
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else's address is less than 30 characters long, the address column 
., must be 55 characters wide. Professional File does not figure out 

how much space it needs until it actually prepares the report for 
I printing, at which time you are told that your line is too wide. 
J Unfortunately, File gives you no clue as to the offending field or 
J record; you must find it and abbreviate it yourself. 

Printer Support 
Professional File allows you to identify two printers and select 
which one you want to use at a given time. If your printer sup
ports bold and underlining, Professional File will automatically 
use those features in printing report headings. If the printer sup
ports compressed print, you can choose to print 132 characters 
on an 8.5" wide page. Professional File lists only a few printers 
on its menu (including the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet), but allows 
you define your own printer by simply entering the appropriate 
escape sequences listed in your printer manual for bold, under
line, and compressed. 

Macros 
A macro is a sequence of keystrokes which can be saved and 
then played back. For example, a macro can be written to select 
a file, prepare a report format, select a printer and printing op
tions, and then print the report. To create a macro, you put Pro
fessional File in recording mode, enter all the keystrokes neces
sary to produce the report, and then give the sequence a single
character name like 'R' and save it. To print your report, you just 
press the <Alt> key and the <R> key. You can also have your 
macro wait for you to type information from the keyboard (such 
as the name of the file to use), then continue with the rest of the 
macro. The ability to automatically "capture" keystrokes makes 
this a very nice feature. 

Data Interchange 
Professional File can interchange data directly to and from Lotus 
1-2-3 worksheet files. It can also import and export files with 
dBASE III and other programs like word processing software 
which can use delimited ASCII files. Delimited ASCII files have 
fields separated by commas, the field information is enclosed in 
quotes, and records are separated by a carriage return/line feed. 

Documentation and Hardware 
The manual is one of the best we have seen; it is clearly written 
and well laid out, has many examples and step-by-step directions 
for performing all the Professional File functions, and a very 
thorough and useful index. A Quick Tour introduces you to the 
basics, and a chapter on Sample Tasks provides some more spe
cific applications. If you don't want to use the manual, you can 
access context-sensitive help screens by typing the <Fl> func
tion key. The manual also provides an excellent set of appendi
ces, a concise and useful source of information on error mes-

sages, how to set up the program for your specific hardware, 
character sequence for sorting (not the ASCII sequence), hard
ware requirements, software limitations, and a summary of what 
each phase of the program can do. 

Professional File runs on IBM and close compatibles with 256K 
or more memory, DOS 2.0 or higher, and either two floppy disk 
drives or one floppy drive and one hard disk. 

Summary 
Professional File is a fine database if you need to work with only 
one file at a time and want software which is easy to learn and 
use yet which has good report generation. Data entry design is 
very flexible, and retrieval is straightforward. In addition you 
can copy Professional File onto your hard disk without dragging 
out your key disk whenever you start File up. The Book Center 
in Williamson Hall sells Professional File for $150. 

REVIEW: WRrrENow 

Three years ago Mac Write (the first word processing 
program for the Macintosh) broke new ground and 
set a high standard for software that would follow. 

With Mac Write, Macintosh users quickly became accustomed to 
easily entering text and integrating graphics into simple docu
ments. Since Mac Write was released, more word processing 
programs for the Macintosh have arrived on the market. We 
have acquired and examined some of them, including Mind
Write, Word Handler, Jazz, and Works. We found that most of 
the newer word processing programs are not significant im
provements over Mac Write. However, we found two products 
that are significantly more powerful than Mac Write: Microsoft 
Word version 3.0 and T/Maker's WriteNow version 1.0. 

In this review, we will discuss the most important features of 
WriteNow 1.0. We will also make references to major features 
of Microsoft Word 3.0 to compare the capabilities and limita
tions of the two products. (In a future issue of our newsletter we 
will feature an extensive review of Microsoft Word 3.0.) 

WriteNow (WN) is as intuitive and easy to use as Mac Write yet 
is much more versatile and powerful. Although WriteNow is 
more flexible than Mac Write, WN is still easy to learn and use, 
so it is a good choice for basic documents such as memos, 
research papers, and most dissertations. Microsoft Word 3.0, by 
contrast, is a full-featured word processor with capabilities such 
as mail merge, mathematical computations, indexing, and auto
matic endnotes, but Word is also more difficult to learn. The 
most important feature ofWriteNow is the accuracy and direct 
correspondence between what is displayed on the screen and 
what is printed. WriteNow is the only word processing program 
we've seen where you don't have to readjust page breaks when 
switching between the Imagewriter and the Laser Writer printers. 
With WriteNow the margins, line breaks, and page breaks stay 
the same regardless of the printer you use to print your docu-



ment. Your printed output will be a direct copy of what you see 
on your screen. 

WriteNow vs. Mac Write 
WriteNow lets you keep any number of documents open on your 
screen; the actual number is limited only by the amount of 
available RAM (random access memory). This means you can 
cut and paste easily between documents. Unlike Mac Write, 
WriteNow has a horizontal scroll bar which allows you to format 
and edit a document of any width. Not only are WriteNow's 
major functions faster than Mac Write's, WN handles long 
documents more easily than Mac Write. In addition, WriteNow 
has an adequate spelling checker with a 50,000 word dictionary; 
you can easily add your own words toWN's dictionary. 

WriteNow has features Mac Write doesn't have: the ability to 
combine graphics and text on the same line, automatic footnotes, 
and multiple headers and footers. With WN, it is easy to access 
and edit headers and footers and you are not restricted in their 
content. Headers and footers may contain as many different 
fonts, font sizes, and rulers as you like. Page breaks, headers, 
footers, and footnotes are displayed on the screen as you edit 
your document. 

We found WriteNow very easy to use. Just as with MacWrite, 
you can access almost all of the features by using the pull-down 
menus. You don't have to memorize a long list of keyboard 
commands. Both WriteNow and Mac Write take about the same 
amount of disk space and both programs will run on any 
configuration of the Macintosh from a 128K Mac to a Mac II. 

WriteNow vs. Microsoft Word 3.0 
While WriteNow has features that are not available in Mac Write, 
Microsoft Word has many capabilities that WriteNow does not 
have. Word allows you to create automatic endnotes and change 
endnotes to footnotes and vice versa quickly. Word can index a 
document and will build a table of contents. These features alone 
make Word an excellent choice for large documents such as 
manuals or books. Word has a built-in outliner, an excellent 
spelling check feature with an 80,000 word dictionary, and mail 
merge capability for generating mass mailings. Word even lets 
you construct mathematical equations of integrals, summations, 
radicals, and matrices with multiple levels of superscripts and 
subscripts. WriteNow has none of these features. 

If you want to work with multiple columns, we suggest you use 
Microsoft Word or a page-layout program such as PageMaker, 
ReadySetGo, or Quark XPress. Although WriteNow lets you 
select up to four columns, this feature would be difficult to use 
for a long document. 

While Word has an impressive array of features, we found four 
drawbacks to Word. First, Word is more difficult to learn than 
Mac Write or WriteNow. (On the other hand, you can use Word 
for more complex word processing tasks.) Another problem is 
that Word requires more disk space than WriteNow requires. 
WriteNow runs on any Mac and requires 78.5K of disk space. 
Word 3.0 requires at least a 512K Mac and 330K of disk space. 

Therefore, if you plan to use Word, we recommend that you 
have at least two floppy disk drives or a hard disk. The third 
drawback is that Word does not display headers, footers, 
footnotes, and page breaks on the screen as you edit your 
document. In order to see exactly how your Word document will 
look when it is printed, you must switch to Word's Page Preview 
option. Finally, Word's page and line breaks change depending 
on whether you print your documents on the Laser Writer or the 
Imagewriter. 

Documentation 
WriteNow comes with a spiral-bound 175-page manual which 
includes a well written summary of features. The manual's 
excellent tutorial section takes you through all WriteNow's 
features step-by-step and uses many illustrations. 

Wish List 
WriteNow isn't perfect. For example, you cannot open Mac Write 
or other word processing documents or save anything but 
WriteNow format text documents from within the program; 
instead you must use a separate Translator utility. The Translator 
utility will read standard ASCII text, Mac Write, and Microsoft 
Word 1.0 files directly; but it currently will not read Word 3.0 
files. If you want to save your document as a standard ASCII 
text file, you must also run the Translator. In the next version of 
WriteNow we would like to be able to use the keyboard's arrow 
keys; in the current version, it is impossible to move the inser
tion point without using the mouse. We would also like a 
convenient way to choose common line spacings (single, one 
and a half, and double). In the current version you can separate 
one line from another by any point size, but the ruler does not 
have icons to allow you to select single, one-and-one-half, and 
double spacing. 

Conclusion 
WriteNow is fast, efficient, well-designed word processing 
software for use on any Mac configuration. More than any other 
program we've seen, WriteNow incorporates power and flexibil
ity without sacrificing the standards of simplicity and ease of use 
characteristic of Mac Write. You should consider using 
WriteNow if you need to prepare documents of simple-to
moderate complexity. WriteNow is not appropriate for more 
complex documents where such features as indexing, mathemati
cal equations, and mail merge capability are required. In these 
cases, Microsoft Word is clearly the better choice. 

PARTIAL FEATURE COMPARISON 
MW = MacWrite 4.5/ Word = MS Word 3.0 I WN =Write Now 1.0 

MW Word WN 
Spelling Checker and Hyphenation no yes yes 
Indexing and Table of Contents no yes no 
Windows Open Simultaneously 1 16 RAM 
Automatic Footnotes no yes yes 
Automatic Endnotes no yes no 
Mail (Print) Merge no yes no 
Outlining no yes no 
Multiple Columns no yes yes 
Horizontal Scrolling no yes yes 
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I WriteNow 1.0 and Word 3.0 are both excellent programs. Both 

are available for inspection in our HelpLine and for purchase at 
the Electronics Desk in the Minnesota Book Center. WriteNow 
sells for $98 and Microsoft Word 3.0 sells for $82. 

ACSS CoNTRACT SERVICES GRouP 
by Phil Kachelmyer 

How can you use computers 
in your research and teaching? 

Call Contract Services at 625-2303. 

Recent explosive developments of microcomputer technology 
accompanied by the development of the next generation software 
has changed the role of computing in business, teaching, and 
research. For many, computers stopped being simply a useful 
tool and became truly indispensable. How can you use comput
ers in your business, research, teaching, or everyday life? How 
can computers - from microcomputers to mainframes - help you 
solve your problems? What hardware and software are suitable 
for your needs? The Contract Services Group, part of the 
Academic Computing Services and Systems (ACSS) department 
of the University of Minnesota, can help you get answers and 
solve your problems. 

o We can help you understand what your computer needs are. 
o We can choose the hardware and software matching your 

needs and provide "hand holding" - from unpacking and 
setting up your computer, and installing your software to 
teaching you (on site) how to use your computer and software. 

o We are available for consulting and custom programming in 
dBASE II and III, Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, Reflex, as well as 
Pascal, FORTRAN, BASIC, and other computer languages. 
We can even teach you beginning programming skills. 

o We provide individual or group classes and consulting. 
o If you include our future services into your proposal budget, 

we can help you write a section of your proposal dealing with 
applications of computers to your research. 

Here are a few examples of programming we can perform: 

o If you work with tables of numbers or simple graphs, we can 
convert your research data to two- or three-dimensional color 
graphics suitable for analysis or presentation. 

o We can set up for a database of literature references on the 
subject of your research. You will be able to find references 
by author's name, key words, or date, and have optional 
descriptions of articles on file. 

o We can set up an electronic mail system in your department 
using standard phone lines and standard micros. 

o We can write computer aided instruction programs for your 
course complete with drills, tutorials, and on-line help. 

o We can do computer-assisted text analysis helping different 
research projects in humanities. 

o We can do statistical analysis of survey responses, technical 
writing, file transfer and conversion, and much more. 

The Contract Services Group employs professional analysts and 
programmers with background in computer science, statistics, 
management information systems, business administration, and 
Liberal Arts. We have experience with both mainframes and 
microcomputers. Our clients include University departments, 
faculty, researchers, and users of University computing services; 
agencies of the state, local, and federal government; and non
profit organizations. The ACSS Contract Services Group is a 
unique and valuable University of Minnesota resource. By using 
it, you will greatly benefit from applying computer technology 
to a variety of your problems. 

If you would like the Contract Services Group's assistance on a 
project, your first step is to call Phil Kachelmyer at 625-2303 
and arrange a meeting. At the first meeting, for which there is no 
charge, a Contract Services staff member will evaluate and 
interpret the nature of your work. If we decide that the project is 
within our scope of operation and you decide that you want to 
use our service, we'll provide a free estimate of the cost of our 
services and the time necessary to accomplish the task. If you 
find the estimate acceptable, we assign a Contract Services 
Group staff member to the project and work begins. 

SITE LICENSES 
by Jan Janett, SPCS 

Saint Paul Computing Services (SPCS) has negotiated site 
licenses for the microcomputer software described below. 

Software Site License Initial Fee AnnuaiFee 

IBM-type Personal Computers 
SAS/Base 
SAS/STAT 
YTERM 

Macintosh 
Tin Can 

$ 

$ 

75 
75 
7* 

7* 

$ 

$ 

75 
75 
0 

0 

* SPCS charges an additional $20 royalty fee for non-University of Min
nesota applicants. 

Base SAS and SAS/ST AT leases are available to University of 
Minnesota faculty and staff. Only University of Minnesota 
budget numbers may be used to obtain SAS microcomputer 
products. Saint Paul Computing Services distributes SAS 
software on 5 1/4" double-sided, double-density diskettes. 
Faculty, staff, and registered students of the University of 
Minnesota may use these SAS products. Use of Base SAS and 
SAS/STAT is limited to academic studies and/or research and 
does not include any profit-making or commercial use. SAS 
microcomputer products are licensed on an annual basis, and an 
annual fee is charged for each product. Charges will not be 
prorated. The annual renewal date for SAS microcomputer 
products is December I st. 
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YTERM and TinCan are available to current University of 
Minnesota faculty, staff, and students. 

For further information, please call the St. Paul Computing 
Services Help Desk at 624-6235. To request an application, call 
the SPCS main office (50 Coffey Hall) at 624-7788. (Note: 
these products are not available in the Microcomputer HelpLine 
in 125 Shepherd Labs.) 

SAS for ffiM Personal Computers 
The minimum hardware requirements for SAS includes 512K 
memory, a fixed disk with at least 10 megabytes of storage (20 
MB is recommended), and PC DOS release 2.0 or later. The 
Base SAS product alone takes up over 4 MB of storage; the 
SAS/ST AT product takes about 1.5 MB of storage. Base SAS is 
an all-purpose data management, retrieval, and report-writing 
tool featuring a full-screen windowing facility. Current main
frame SAS users will fmd that the PC Base SAS system contains 
many of the same data step commands and non-computer-system 
dependent procedures described in the SAS User's Guide: 
Basics. SAS/ST AT contains several procedures for statistical 
analysis. This release of SAS/STAT has procedures for analysis 
of variance, regression, factor analysis, discriminant analysis, 
and categorical data analysis. Current mainframe users will find 
that SAS/ST AT contains many of the statistical procedures 
described in the SAS User's Guide: Statistics. The procedures 
available are: REG (includes options formerly found in PROCs 
STEPWISE and RSQUARE), GLM, ANOVA, NPAR1WAY, 
TTEST, CATMOD, DISCRIM, FACTOR, CANCORR, 
ORTHOREG, and SCORE. 

YTERM 
YTERM is a communications software package developed by 
Yale University for IBM personal computers. YTERM provides 
full screen terminal emulation and file transfer, as well as local 
printing capability. 

Tin Can 
TinCan is a communications software developed by Yale 
University for Macintoshes. TinCan provides full screen 
terminal emulation, file transfer capability, and local printing. 

Announcements continued from page 69 - - - -

* Do not destroy your old update disks. You may still need to use 
Installer version 2.2 and the other files on the disk(s) to change 
operating system files to System 3.2 and Ander 5.3. 

In addition to new operating system files, you get Teach Text and 
Read Me files, and a Desk Accessory and Font file. The Desk 
Accessory file contains three accessories: Find File, NotePad, 
and Puzzle. The font file contains the following Imagewriter and 
LaserWriter fonts: Imagewriter-Athens 18, Cairo 18, London 
18, Los Angeles 12, 24, Mobile 18, and San Francisco 18; 
LaserWriter-Courier 9, 14, 18, 24, Helvetica 9, 14, 18, 24, 
Symbol 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, and Times 9, 14, 18, 24. 

Changes 
Some changes you will find in Finder 5.5 include an improved 
Shut Down command in the Special menu. Shut Down unmounts 
(electronically disengages) your hard disk and ejects any floppy 
disks. If you have a hard disk, it's especially important to use 
Shut Down when you want to turn your machine off. When your 
hard disk is unmounted, the disk's read/write head and the 
information stored on the disk is protected. Then if something 
goes bump in the night against your hard disk, the head is 
unlikely to crash down onto the disk and destroy its contents. 
Finder 5.5 also has an additional copying command: option
drag. This key combination lets you quickly create a duplicate of 
a file and store the duplicate in a different folder on the same 
disk. To do this you select the file you want to copy and hold 
down the <Option> key while you drag the file's icon to its 
new destination. 

System 4.1 supports a new menu feature: Hierarchical Menus. 
This feature enables menus appearing at the top of the Mac's 
screen to have menus of their own. You also get a new Desk 
Accessory: Find File. This accessory is especially useful for 
hard disk owners; it will search your disk for files which match 
the name you type. When Find File locates files with the name 
you've specified, it lists the files and their locations. You can 
select a file from this list and move it to your desktop. Apple 
urges all people who have hard disks over 32 MB to upgrade to 
System 4.1 to co"ect bugs in older versions of the System. In 
addition, the HelpLine has special instructions for two groups of 
people: [ 1] those who have hard disks with 134 MB or greater 
who initialized their disks with System 3.2 or earlier, and [2] 
anyone with an AppleS hare file server over 134MB. 

Easy Access is a new system resource file; it appears as a 
separate icon in your System Folder. Easy Access has features 
which are designed to help people who have difficulty manipu
lating the mouse or using both hands to type on the keyboard. 
Other people with special needs may also find some Easy Access 
features useful, such as the ability to move the pointer one dot 
(pixel) at a time. (If you don't plan to use the Easy Access file, 
you can drag its icon onto the archive disk you use store the 
fonts or other applications that you use infrequently.) 

Version 4.0 of the LaserWriter driver is faster than previous 
versions and includes enhancements to the Page Setup option. 

Read Me Files 
The new software comes with files named "Read Me," which 
you should read. These files have more information about Easy 
Access and other changes to the Macintosh operating system. 
The update disks contain TeachText, which you need to open 
Read Me files, and two different Read Me files; both are in 
Update Folders. 

The Installer 
To actually update your existing operating system files you 
should use the Installer program in the Utilities Folder. Installer 
allows you to install, update, and delete system resources on 
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your disks. Start your Mac with the disk that has the Installer 
program on it, and insert the disk you want updated. (Hard disk 
users: to start your Mac from the Installer disk, put that disk in 
the internal drive before you tum on your machine.) Open the 
Installer. After you open the Installer you are presented with a 
window similar to the one shown below. In this example, 
Installer is ready to update printing resources and System and 
Finder files on the hard disk named "Erehwon." You need to 

.l.

. select the printers you use, such as Image Writer, and installation 
for the version of the Mac you use, such as Macintosh SE, and 
push the Install button. If you need help or want more informa
tion, you can push the Help button. 

I 
l 
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I 
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Installer 

Mac Plus,512Ke,512K I nstelletion (u4.1) ~ 
Erehwon 

Macintosh II Installation (u4.1) ( [jt~l:1 ) 
Macintosh SE I nstallatlon (u4.1) Itt ( Oriue ) RppleTnlk lmegelllriter (u2.6) 
lmagelllrlter (u2.6) ( lns1<all ) 
Lnserlllriter (u4.0) 

( lh~ llHUJ P. ) 

[ Help 

K> ( Quit 

How to Find Version Numbers 
All this talk of new Finders may make you wonder which 
version you have. To find out which version of the Finder you 
have, select the "About the Finder ... " option from the ti menu 
after you tum on your Mac. 

) 
) 

If you are interested in the version numbers of other software, 
version numbers can be found in several ways. Usually you can 
select the "About" statement from the ti menu to learn the 
version number of any application you are using. The version 
number is often included in the comments section of the Get 
Information window. You'll find the Get Information option 
under the Finder's File menu. System resources, such as printer 
drivers and desk accessories, frequently include their version 
number in their dialog box. For example, if you select Control 
Panel, Find File, or Chooser from the ti menu, you'll find the 
version number somewhere along the border of their dialog box. 
When you open the Font D/ A Mover, look for its version 
number along the border of its opening dialog box. You can find 
the version numbers for the current printer drivers in their Get 
Information windows and sometimes when you choose Page 
Setup from the File menu. You get a printer driver version 
number when you use Page Setup in Mac Write but not when you 
use Page Setup in Microsoft Word version 3.0. 

e ffiM XT 
Although all the IBM XT configurations have been dropped 
from the Microcomputer Discount Program, you can still buy 
IBM XTs at relatively low prices. University Departments get 
good prices because they can send a Requisition to the Purchas
ing Department and buy XTs through the state contract with 
Ameridata Systems. Individual students, faculty, and staff can 
also find good prices through local computing retailers. The 

discount the Book Center could offer for XTs is no longer a deep 
discount; comparable XT prices are offered by outside vendors. 

MICROCOMPUTER CouRsEs: SuMMER 1987 

IBM 

IBM and compatibles Hands-On: Enrollment limited to 10 Per Class 

Introduction to Microcomputers • DOS. Fees $40150180. This 6-
hour course is for new users of DOS. The course includes back
ground information on microcomputer hardware as well as a 
practical (hands-on) introduction to the MS-DOS and PC·DOS 
operating system commands. Classes are taught over three days: 
June 23,24,25 10 a.m.-noon, and August 3,5,71:30-3:30 p.m. 

Introduction to Microcomputers or equivalent knowledge is required 
for the IBM courses listed below. 

Managing Your Hard Disk. Fees $40150180. In this 4-hour course 
we manipulate the DOS commands involved in organizing a hard 
disk. Some of the concepts covered are creating directories and 
batch files, backing up a hard disk, and transferring data between 
subdirectories. Class is taught over two days: August 11,13 1 :30-
3:30 p.m. 

Introduction to WordPerfect. Fees $25135160. This 2.5-hour 
course is for new WordPerfect users. You will learn to use simple 
line and page formatting commands (such as set margins and 
headers), how to manipulate blocks of text, use search and replace, 
change initial (default) values, and how to install a printer. Classes 
offered July 9 9:30 a.m.- noon, and August 19 1 :30 to 4 p.m. 

MAC 

Prior knowledge and familiarity with the Mac is assumed. 
ti Overview; no hands-on: Enrollment limited to 12 Per Class 

Overview: MS (Microsoft) Word. Fees $15125140. This 2.5-hour 
overview will include a discussion and demonstration of the basic 
features of Word 3.0 and how these features work together. Over
views offered July 15 1:30-4 p.m., and August 25 1:30-4 p.m. 

REGISTRATION 
Fees and Registration are not handled by the Micro HelpLine. 

Fees: Fees must accompany your registration. You can pay fees 
by cash, check, or a signed University Journal Voucher. No refunds 
will be made after the class has begun. Course fees are printed in 
order for the following three grour.>s: <D University students, <2> 
University faculty and staff, and ® non-University persons. 

Registration: Classes have limited enrollments and are filled in the 
order registration is received. Register in person at the ACSS (Aca
demic Computer Services and Systems) Reference Room in 128A 
Lind Hall, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. or by mail. The 
deadline for registration is 4:15p.m. on the last working day before 
the class begins. 

More Information: If you need more information on these short 
courses, call Jerry Stearns at 625-1543. For registration informa
tion, call the ACSS Reference Room at 625-7397. 
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